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Monkey
(AKA THE STONE MONKEY,
AWARE OF VACUITY, THE
GREAT SAGE EQUAL TO
HEAVEN, SUN WUKONG)
Origin: Animal Spirit.

ATTITUDES
•
•

Yin: Mischievous.
Yang: Rebellious.

WEAKNESS
•

Undisciplined.

SKILLS
•
•
•

Monkey Kung Fu 3.
Rogue 2.
Taoist Sage 1.

MAGIC POWERS
•
•
•
•

Flight using a Cloud.
Shape change.
Fiery Eyes of Demon Seeing.
Produce Little Monkeys, copies of
himself from his hairs.

MAGICAL WEAPONS
•
•

The Iron Staff of the Pole Star.
Golden Headband of the
Headache Sutra (technically
Tripitaka’s Magical Weapon, but
Monkey Wears it).

ABOUT MONKEY

Born from a Stone Egg acted on by
elemental forces during ancient times,
Monkey became king of the Monkeys
of Water Cave Mountain. Worried
about growing old and dying he
travelled the Earth looking to learn
the Secrets of Immortality. Eventually
he did from a Taoist Sorcerer called
the Patriarch, but his mischievous
nature got him into trouble and he
was dismissed and told never to
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mention that he had been a student
of the Patriarch. Returning home he
first drove off the Demon of Havoc
who had taken over Water Mountain
Cave in his absence, before arming
his monkeys with iron weapons and
becoming the king of the surrounding
area.
It was then that the Planet Venus
decided it would be a good idea to
invite Monkey to heaven to keep
an eye on him. Monkey could not
control his rebellious nature and ran
amok in the Western Heaven. He was
only subdued by Buddha who was
visiting from the Eastern Heaven who
imprisoned him under a mountain
for 500 years until Tripitaka arrived.
Monkey has joined the monk in his
quest to collect the missing Buddhist
scrolls from India. Tripitaka controls
Monkey when he gets out of hand
using the Headache Sutra which
contracts the golden headband
monkey wears.
Monkey is armed with the Iron staff of
the Pole Star, which can grow as big
as temple column and shrink to the
size of a needle, which Monkey places
behind his ear. He often sees through
the human disguises of Demons,
with his fiery eyes of demon seeing,
although it gets him trouble with his
companions for attacking seemingly
innocent humans. Another magic trick
he knows is how to produce Little
Monkeys, copies of himself, from
hairs he plucks from his fur and blows
life into.

